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Starbucks 150 is here - Enjoy any Starbucks
beverage for Rs. 150 on 9th November
Ahmedabad: Starbucks, on
the event of surpassing
its big milestone of 150
stores in India, is selling
all its beverages at just
INR 150 on 9th
November! So enjoy
any tall or short
handcrafted beverage
like your favorite Java
Chip Frappuccino, Cold
Brew, Signature Hot
Chocolate and many
more at only Rs. 150 on
9th November.
What`s more, you can even
get the delicious Chocolate Chip

Cookie at Rs. 100 on 9th
November. And if that`s
not enough, customers
who visit the store on
9th November will also
be given a discount
coupon for 20% off on
any tall beverage which
they can redeem from
10th - 16th November.
We are here with all
your favorites to
celebrate the boundless
love received by all our
fans on the occasion of
successfully launching 167
stores in India. (19-10)

"Amitabhji has the curiosity of a child
even in his 50th year,": Anand Pandit
Ahmedabad:
Amitabh
Bachchan and Anand Pandit's
friendship goes back a long time
and the two have always been
vocal about their association. As
Big B completes 50 years in
Bollywood, (his first film Saath
Hindustani was released on Nov
7, 1969) veteran producer
Anand Pandit shares fond
memories of the 'angry young
man.'
"Bachchan Saab is a true
legend and an inspiration for each
one of us. His love for cinema and
zeal to learn makes him the
unique actor that he is. He has
completed 50 years in Bollywood
and still setting benchmarks. I'm

honored to be working with him
in his 50th year," says Anand
Pandit. (19-10)

Can we minimize Road accidents ?
Road safety is a concern for
all irrespective of gender. It is
a matter of fact that lack of
etiquettes on the road is seen
is going to be much dangerous
for the lives of citizens. Road
safety is a priority and concern
to all of us and there is a need
of regularly reinforcing this
message. The true costs of
accidents are rarely assessed,
and can only be of full value if
assessed to formulate future
projections of loss probability
and
effective
safety
management. It seems as if no
one is interested in striking at
the root of the traffic problems:
poor driver education. The road
users should avoid driving
recklessly. The other example
of neglecting while driving or
riding are using hand phone
while driving, driving when you
are sleepy, driving under the
influence of drugs or alcohol
and playing loud music while
driving. If the authorities are
interested in proper traffic
management, the RTOs need
to be modernized and
upgraded.
It is a matter of fact that
lack of etiquettes on the road
is seen is going to be much
dangerous for the lives of
citizens. No one follows the
traffic rules and even not the
traffic police can handle. Bikers
are often a headache and we

need to focus more on such
offenders The other example of
neglecting while driving or riding
are using hand phone while
driving, driving when you are
sleepy, driving under the
influence of drugs or alcohol and
playing loud music while driving.
Roads are a mess today not
because of the
bad quality of
work, but bad
planning. Lane
sizes, pedestrian
crossings, traffic
signals or leftturns are poorly
designed. All of
this reckless act
can
be
overcome by
taking some
steps such as
use Bluetooth
phone devices
when receiving or making a call
while driving. If the authorities
are interested in proper traffic
management, the RTOs need to
be modernized and upgraded.
Duty timings of traffic cops
should also be extended to man
this busy junction to check erring
motorists. Many people drive at
6-7 in the evening with their
high-beams on, which can blind
the driver on the opposite side.
Also, lane-driving must be
made mandatory. Drivers must
be sensitized about the rights of

the pedestrians. Roads are a
mess today not because of the
bad quality of work, but bad
planning. Lane sizes, pedestrian
crossings, traffic signals or leftturns are poorly designed. We
should fix these at the earliest.
Lack of knowledge about
correct use of high-beam
headlamps
creates problem
at night. People
just get a license
with
little
knowledge about
honking
and
lighting norms.
Many people
drive at 6-7 in the
evening with
their high-beams
on, which can
blind the driver
on the opposite
side. This is a
bad practice as it can result in
accidents.
There's no concept of lanedriving. All they understand is
that the road is their race track
and they need to be the first
one even if that means
overtaking a guy who just gave
the indicator to take a turn. At
traffic signals, people taking a
right-turn tend to stop in the
middle of the lane, thus
blocking the traffic. If we go
through the statistics of road
accident data 2015 reveals that

around 1,374 accidents and
400 deaths take place every
day on Indian roads, resulting
in 57 accidents and loss of 17
lives on an average every hour.
SC has also expressed its
concern at the high number of
road accident fatalities - 1.5
lakh - every year in India.
Stringent laws against
drunk and rash driving, proper
and effective enforcement of
the laws and the tough and
sincere judiciary in dealing
with the accidents alone could
ultimately have a positive
effect in dealing with the ever
growing accidents. Cops tend
to overlook the bikers who ride
without a helmet and indulge
in rash driving, but they fine
someone, who may be in a
hurry to reach hospital, for
over speeding. If people drive
more sensibly, ours roads will
be safer for all. Let's stop
giving excuses, instead look
for solutions on the basis of
suggestions received from
experts and concerned
citizens. People must be
taught road etiquette, which
could reduce 50% of disarray
on streets.
Vinod Chandrashekhar
Dixit
dixitpatrakar@yahoo.in
B-15 Jyoti-Kalash Society,
Jodhpur Tekra Satellite,
Ahmedabad - 380 015.

Vienna to focus on family Mistaken for thief, Dahod
BLS International signs contract
travelers from Gujarat
man lynched near Savli

with Embassy of Brazil in Lebanon
Ahmedabad:
BLS
International, a leader in visa,
passport, consular and citizen
services, today announced that
it has commenced operations for
the Embassy of Brazil to accept
visa applications in Lebanon.
This addition to the already
robust portfolio of Consular and
Citizen Services offered by BLS
International reflects the
company's focus on efficiency
and continuous excellence in its
operations.
Commenting on the new
contract Shikhar Agarwal, Jt.
Managing Director said, "We are
extremely pleased to partner

with the Embassy of Brazil to
provide smooth and efficient visa
application experience. BLS will
work together with the Embassy
to create a distinguished practice
for all its valuable applicants in
Lebanon."
This contract has been
signed to provide efficient visa
application services to people
traveling to Brazil from Lebanon
for business, work or leisure. The
application center is centrally
located at 2nd Floor, Kalot
Center, Badaro, Sami El Solh
Boulevard, Beirut-Lebanon and
has well trained staff to handle
applicants' queries. (19-10)

When Dia Became A Snow
Leopard Called Layla

Ahmedabad: Champion of
wildlife and nature UN
Environment
Goodwill
Ambassador and UN Sustainable
Development Goals advocate Dia
Mirza became a snow leopard
called Layla. Dia featured in a
podcast as the voice of a snow
leopard named Layla who lives
in the mountains of Kyrgyzstan
in Central Asia - one of the few
places where a number of
endangered species still thrive.
This podcast is part of Run Wild,
which is a collaboration between
Runtastic, the UN Environmental
Programme, and Internet of
Elephants.
In the podcast, Dia as Layla
talks about her life in the
mountains, how she hunts for
food (for her cubs) and why the
'encroaching' human population
is getting to be a real threat to
her ilk. The idea of the podcast
is to keep people active while
understanding the plight of
endangered species across the

world.
Dia Mirza says, "One snow
leopard is killed every day. Today
only 4,000 - 7500 leopards
remain in the wild. I became
Layla to help more people learn
about our endangered species. I
feel knowledge is at the heart of
conservation. The more people
know about species that are
becoming extinct, the higher are
the chances of people helping
and becoming a part of the
conservation process." (19-10)

YES BANK strengthens its product
proposition for Senior Citizens
Ahmedabad: YES BANK,
India's fourth largest private
sector Bank has strengthened its
savings account proposition for
senior citizens with value added
features such as attractive
discounts on Over Draft (OD)
and safe deposit locker facility.
The product features have been
especially curated keeping in
mind the unique needs of this

customer segment.
Senior citizens put in
substantial years of their lives in
securing their children's future
and seek security and stability
for their investments in their old
age. This move is in line with the
Bank's commitment to build
customer
centric
value
propositions through customised
products and services. (1-7)

Skechers GoRun Challenge
kicks-off in Vadodara
Vadodara: Skechers, an challengers will run on a curve

American
lifestyle
and
performance brand known for its
featherweight and comfortable
performance shoes announces
the #GoRun Challenge. The
two-day event kick-starts on the
9th and 10th of November, at
Eva Mall and Bird Circle in
Vadodara.
In the Skechers #GoRun
challenge, the participants have
to run at the pace of 16km/hr for
3 minutes in order to get a chance
to win brand-new pair of
Skechers shoes or goodies. The

treadmill mounted on a modified
Skechers Truck. Skechers, being
a footwear brand that focuses on
comfort and better performances
for athletes and fitness
enthusiasts is highly inspired to
maintain the running culture in
India. Mr. Rahul Vira, Skechers
South Asia, CEO, "The brand
name that's synonymous with
agility, buoyancy and comfort
believes that this is a highly
impactful way in getting everyone
out of their comfort zone and
pushing them to exercise. (20-4)
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A h m e d a b a d :
Multigenerational travel has
become a top global travel trend
with
people
wanting
grandparents and kids to bond
over vacations. Indians,
however, have been travelling in
large family groups always and
seeking out destinations where
three generations can be
comfortable.
When it comes to family
travel there can be no better
place than Austrian Capital
Vienna with plenty of parks,
activities, festivals, food choices
and cultural events to please
every taste - and free entry for
children at most museums. The

iconic city holds as much charm
for young travelers and romantic
honeymooners as for young
children. Not surprisingly, the
city has been a top destination
for Indian travelers. For Vienna
Tourist Board, India is among the
20 most prominent markets.
"As Indians are known to travel
together in small family groups-that often includes grandparents
as well as grandchildren--we will
welcome family travelers from
Western India, especially Gujarat,
simply because the city has lots to
offer to travelers of every age
group," says Ms Isabella Rauter,
global head of public relations,
Vienna Tourist Board. -

VADODARA: A 28-year-old
man from Dahod died while his
cousin is battling severe
wounds after being lynched on
suspicion of theft by a group
in Chandranagar village near
Savli taluka.
The victim Kamlesh Ganava
and his cousin Dinesh Parmar
were tied to a tree on the night
of October 29 and brutally
thrashed with sticks. On
Thursday, Savli police arrested
six persons and detained a
minor aged boy for thrashing
Ganava and Parmar after
mistaking them as thieves. The
accused have been identified
as Jitu Patel, Sanjay Patel, Atit
Patel, Naresh Patel, Hitesh
Patel and Ramesh Parmar.
According to Parmar, who
is currently undergoing
treatment at SSG Hospital,
the accused Jitu and his
minor aged son picked him
up from the house of his
acquaintance Kanti and
started flogging him with
wooden sticks. Afte some
time, Jitu's brother Sanjay
and some seven to eight
persons arrived there to tie
Parmar to an electric pole.

They continued beating him
saying that he had come to
their village to commit
thefts.
They also brought Ganava
when Parmar said that he too
had come to Savli from Dahod
with him. Parmar and Ganava
were tied to a neem tree
outside Sanjay's house and
beaten using sticks and sharpedged weapons.

I don't like tattoos but my role
demanded it: Vikramjeet Virk on Drive
Ahmedabad: Young and
promising actor Vikramjeet Virk's
latest project Drive was released
last week. The movie and
Vikramjeet's performance has
been well-received. A Netflix
Original film in partnership with
Dharma Productions, Drive
showcases Vikramjeet is an
unusual character - a streetcar
racer. To make sure Virk gets into
the character, director Tarun
Mansukhani had envisioned him
with tattoos, unaware of Virk's
dislike for them. However, known
for his commitment, Virk agreed
on being inked temporarily.
Virk confessed: "Personally,
I didn't like tattoos so when the
director told me that my role
demanded them, I was slightly
hesitant. Then he showed me

the tattoo image which was of
Baba Deep Singh, my biggest
inspiration. I couldn't refuse and
the first look with the tattoos was
absolutely stunning," said
Vikramjeet Virk. (19-10)

Ahmedabad: The subtle
Punjabis who made a-not-so
subtle Bollywood debut together,
Ayushmann Khurrana and Yami
Gautam, are coming back
together for some steaming
conversations and candid
revelations with the host Renil
Abraham in the upcoming
episode of By Invite Only this
Saturday, November 09, at 7:30
pm
on
zoOm.
In
a
#NothingToHide conversation,
when
Ayushmann
was
questioned about the decision
that altered his life completely,

he said, "Going ahead with Vicky
Donor changed my life. I had
said no to 6 films before Vicky
Donor. It was the best decision
of my life". The actor also
expressed his gratitude towards
the national award that he won
for Andhadhun and mentioned,
"It is a bit too much to handle,
you start feeling a little matured
about it". When asked about
what all is on his To-Do list,
Ayushmann reveals, "I want to
write a book of poetry, want to
write a script, want to direct and
produce someday". (19-8)

"I had said no to 6 films before Vicky
Donor" says Ayushmann Khurrana

